DICHTOMATIK AMERICAS – USA
1087 PARK PLACE
SHAKOPEE, MN 55379
TEL 800 328 2840
FAX 952 894 1588

14445 HEATHROW FOREST PARKWAY
HOUSTON, TX 77032
TEL 800 927 3151
FAX 800 682 9103
WWW.DICHTOMATIK.US

DICHTOMATIK AMERICAS – CANADA
950 DENISON STREET #21
MARKHAM, ONTARIO, CANADA L3R3K5
TEL 905 470 2266
FAX 905 470 2055
WWW.DICHTOMATIK.CA

DICHTOMATIK AMERICAS – USA
1087 PARK PLACE
SHAKOPEE, MN 55379
TEL 800 328 2840
FAX 952 894 1588

DICHTOMATIK AMERICAS DE MEXICO
AV. DE LAS MISIONES 1 - 5
FRACC. INDUSTRIAL BERNARDO QUINTANA
76246 EL MARQUES, QRO.
TEL 52-442-221-6303
FAX 52-442-221-6327
WWW.DICHTOMATIK.MX

DICHTOMATIK AMERICAS DO BRASIL
AV. PIRAPORINHA, 411
VILA ORIENTAL - DIADEMA - SP
CEP 09950-902
TEL 55 11 4072-8025
FAX 55 11 4079-2753

DICHTOMATIK AMERICAS PRODUCTS

RADIAL SHAFT SEALS
OIL SEALS
GREASE SEALS
MEDIUM DUTY OIL BATH SEALS
AP EXCLUDER SEALS
AXIAL FACE SEALS
V-RINGS
VALVE STEM SEALS
END CAPS
SHAFT-EZE SHAFT SLEEVES
TRACK ROLLER SEALS
PRESSURE SEALS

FLUID POWER SEALS
NUPAC SEALS - O-RING ENERGIZED U-CUPS
TEE SEALS
POLYURETHANE U-CUPS
MA25: SYMMETRICAL U-CUP
MA39: DOUBLE LIP ROD SEAL
MA28: ASYMMETRICAL PISTON SEAL
NBR U-CUPS
ANG626 SERIES
8400/8500 SERIES
PTFE SEALS
WEAR RINGS
ROD WIPERS - AN, D, H, METAL CLAD

SPLICED RINGS AND EXTRUDED CORD
SPLICED O-RINGS, PRECISION VULCANIZED
EXTRUDED CORD IN VARIOUS COMPOUNDS
SPlicing KITS
AND CROSS-SECTIONS

FITTING AND FASTENER SEALS
THREAD SEALS
FASTENER SEALS
BONDED SEALS

CUSTOM MOLDED RUBBER
RUBBER ONLY
RUBBER-TO-METAL BONDED
UNIQUE SHAPES AND MATERIALS TO
YOUR SPECIFICATIONS

MECHANICAL SEALS
CONICAL SPRING
ELASTOMERIC BELLOWs
PARALLEL SPRING DIAPHRAGM
PTFE WEDGE SEALS
WAVE SPRING

O-RINGS
ALL ASS68 SIZES IN STOCK, INCLUDING:
NBR 70 AND 90
FKM 75 BLACK AND BROWN
EP70
SILICONE 70
METRIC O-RINGS
SELECT SIZES OF:
PTFE-ENCAPSULATED FKM AND SILICONE
POLYURETHANE
SOLID PTFE
WIDE VARIETY OF MATERIALS AVAILABLE
O-RING KITS
X-RINGS
D-RINGS
SQUARE RINGS
BACK-UP RINGS

SERVICES
KITTING
EXTRUDING
CUSTOM PACKAGING
ENGINEERING...
WE ARE SEALS
CONSTRUCTION / AGRICULTURAL / FORESTRY EQUIPMENT
WE ARE SEALS

COMMMITTED TO SEALS, SERVICE & SUPPORT

Excellence in everything, a value we instill in every aspect of what we do at Dichtomatik. For over 30 years we have provided excellent service and sealing solutions for machinery-related OEM industries and continue to do so with the most comprehensive inventory and superior expertise.

ENGINEERING SUPERIORITY.

Quality stock is only as good as the quality engineering put into it. At Dichtomatik, our team of expert engineers and state of the art laboratory are constantly enhancing the quality of our products in order to further enhance your business. Whether you require a custom seal design or performance improvement, you’ll feel assured with your decision because we are seals and excellence is what we provide you.

**AP1 SEAL**

Trustworthy AP seal featuring 7 excluder lips with a flanged outer can designed for use in heavy contaminated applications such as track driven vehicles.

**APB SEAL**

Resilient 8 excluder lip AP seal also engineered for a wide range of harsh operating conditions.

**ST16 SEAL**

Compact two piece design capable of higher speeds and temperatures than traditional AP excluder seals.
DURABLE AND DEPENDABLE

Our goal is to provide you with the highest quality product with a comprehensive inventory of more than 16 million seals in stock and over 21,000 part numbers. We understand the challenges earth-moving machinery faces, which is why we provide reliable, customized sealing solutions designed for multiple industries. Our customers continue to have great success with their machinery performance because of the outstanding sealing solutions we offer.

FLOATING SEALS

**FS SEAL**
Durable duo cone face seal common in tracked vehicles and a broad range of heavy machinery.

**FS-WF SEAL**
A variation of the FS with square energizers for a reliable housing design.

HYDRAULIC SEALS

**WIPERS**
Maintain sealing contact when the equipment sits flush suitable for heavy duty applications keeping the hydraulic system free of contaminants.

**U-CUPS**
Used in a wide variety of heavy duty equipment such as hydraulic cylinders and Pneumatic equipment.

YOUR SEALS, YOUR SUCCESS.

Bottom line, your success is our mission. Our vast knowledge of seal design and application in multiple industries is only matched by our global presence serving over 500 OEM customers through distributors like you. We’re not just your provider; we are your partner.

**O-RINGS**
Universal sealing solution used for mobile and heavy duty equipment.

**CUSTOM MOLDED**
Will custom mold according to your specific blueprint and material specifications.

WE SERVE YOU.

At Dichtomatik, we pride ourselves on providing our customers with the service to accommodate nearly any specification or application. We are committed to you, just as you are committed to your OEM customers.

Our Services Include:

- Customized Sealing Solutions
- Customized Kitting & Packaging
- Industry’s quickest lead times for standard and custom products
- Inventory Management
- PPAP Capabilities

TCM Dichtomatik Americas